
The SLX300 is the most powerful IP-based digital amplifier/zone 

controller for StreamNet-enabled networks.  The perfect amplifier for 

multi-room streaming audio, the SLX300 combines our easy-to-use 

control system and the rich, crystal-clear audio you’ll only find with 

ClearOne.
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StreamNet™ 
SpeakerLinX SLX300

…configure your sound 

Powerful

The SLX300 amplifier is a powerful, yet compact addition to the SpeakerLinX line. Perfect for installed 
AV systems, the SLX300 gives you the power you need for multi-room audio control.  

+ Impressive 2x100 amplifier requires only one-half RU of space

+ Built-in, 4-band graphic equalization and 12 selectable DSP presets allow tailoring of audio

+ StreamNet technology ensures audio between all zones is synched within 500 microseconds,       
    preventing any echo effect

Easy control

The strength of the SLX300 is grounded with simple use. Control of your StreamNet-enabled system is 
always at your fingertips with any browser-enabled device.   

+ The built-in web server and browser-based, Flash interface allow you to completely control the zone  
    as if using TouchLinX.

+ Audio port allows a local source to play throughout the zone, or to be distributed throughout the system

+ KeyLinX integration provides a simple, 10-button interface for source selections and control

+ IRLinX can be added to the zone, providing an IR receiver  
 

Compatible

ClearOne’s SLX300 is designed for the highest possible level of audio reproduction and longer cable 
runs without susceptibility to external noise. Flexibility and compatibility of inputs and outputs allow for 
easy configuration of components 

+ Digital crossover for IP-ready speakers provides the highest possible level of audio reproduction.

+ Balanced audio input and output allow for the use of long cables while reducing susceptibility to  
    external noise.

+ StreamNet EIM (Expansion Interface Module) port expands possibilities for external amplifiers and audio  
    sources such as the the BluePort BP200 and the IPD100 iPod Dock 

+ SLX300 acts as both source and destination device, streaming both local audio and thousands of  
    vTuner Internet radio streams

+ Acts as a proxy service for ANTHOLOGY media server streams. 

+ Multiple mounting options allow choices or rack, wall/surface or under-table mounting 





Contact us today, and take control of your audio with big power in a compact form factor.

Equipment List

Take control 

StreamNet technology 
keeps it all in sync
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Sources: NS-ANTHOLOGY, VIEW 910-225-031 

Amplifiers: NS-SLX300/910-225-101, NS-SLX300i/910-225-102

Ethernet Switches: 
NS-SW524, NS-SW3524, NS-SW3548, 

NS-SW5524, NS-SW5548 

Power Supplies: 910-225-005, NS-PL250 

Optional Accessories: 

NS-IPD100/NS-IPD100i iPod dock, NS-BP200 

BluePort, NS-KL201 Keypad, NS-KL1R IR Receiver, 

NS-AP500 Audio Port, RS1U Rack Shelf

No Signal Degradation - StreamNet does not suffer from signal 
degradation typical with traditional solutions. With StreamNet, high-
quality HD audio and video may be run over thousands of feet of 
existing network cable without loss or degraded video. 

Always in Sync -  StreamNet perfectly synchronizes zones playing the 
same content synchronized to less than 1 millisecond. Stream content 
throughout multiple zones without any echo effect as StreamNet 
keeps everything flowing smoothly.

Virtually Unlimited Scalability - Unlike traditional solutions, StreamNet 
does not have limitations to the number of endpoints or their purpose, 
which makes it highly scalable.  

More Uptime - Today’s consumers demand crystal clear audio and 
video wherever they are. If your project mandates reliability and 
24/7 up-time during store hours, StreamNet is your answer. Sports 
Bars and Fast Casual Restaurants require maintenance and service 
efficiency. StreamNet is the only complete solution available which 
allows easy provisioning and remote management with no single point 
of failure. If one endpoint fails, all other continue to operate. 

Flexibility - StreamNet technology is capable of handling a diverse 
mix of sources from iPods to DVD players, satellite receivers or 
traditional radio. With a StreamNet solution, you can handle every 
conceivable source which may be required.
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